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READING SECTION 

Q.1- Read the following passage and choose the correct option given below. [Marks-5]  
 

BOY ESCAPES FROM PANTHER 
A young boy, Sitaram had a narrow escape yesterday from a panther. It is said that the 
panther was attracted to the house by the cattle in the shed which was on a very short 
distance. It strayed in to the house. Sitaram who was alone was sleeping at the time. He 
heard sounds and woke-up. He took the torch from under his pillow and shone it in the 
direction of the sound. He saw the green eyes of the panther. The boy showed great 
alertness. Just as the panther was about to leap on him, he shot out of his bed and jumped 
on to a cupboard of heavy steel. The neighbours heard his cries and broke open the door. 
By then the panther had escaped through the open window.  
 
1- ----- Was escaped  
(A) The young boy  (B) panther C) tiger 
2- The panther was attracted to the house  
(A) The young boy sitaram was there.  (B) Due to shed of the cattle c) Due to neighbours 
3- -----  Strayed in the house  
(A) Cattle  (B) Panther  C) Sitaram 
4- The young boy woke-up because ---- 
(A) People disturbed him  (B) He heard the sound C) The cattle made noise 
5-The young boy Sitaram showed great alterness by  
(A) Climbing on the cupboard  (B) Killing to the panther  C) Leaping on the panther 

 
Q.2- Read the following passage and answer the questions given below. [Marks-5]  
 

Television is vision or seeing of distant things. It shows on a small screen scenes and 
events and people far away from us. It is thus one of the most wonderful and useful of 
modern communication and entertainment media. The radio merely makes us hear things; 
in television we actually see things as well. Thus, television has a greater impact on our 
minds. It was invented in 1922 by John L. Baird, a Scotman. Today we have TV sets 
which put us into contact, both audio and visual, with the world. TV pictures can be black  
and white or coloured. We have TV centers in important cities like Delhi, Madras, 
Mumbai, Calcutta, Lucknow, Shrinagar.  
Q1. Name the most wonderful, useful of modern communication, entertainment media? 
Q2. What additional advantage do we get from television as compared to a radio? 
Q3. Name the inventor of the first television set. When did he invent it? 
Q4. Where do we have important TV centres in India?   
Q5. Give noun form of the following-  
(i) communicate (ii) Invent.  

 
 
 
 WRITING SECTION 
 



Q.3- Suppose you are Rishabh of class VII-A. you have found a wrist watch on the 
school playground. Write a Notice to inform the students about  it. Give the details. Put 
the notice in a box.  [Marks-5]  
 
 
Q.4- Write an application to the Principal of your school requesting him to sanction five 
days leave as you are suffering from high fever. Write the application in correct 
format.[Marks-5]  
 

GRAMMAR SECTION 
 

Q.5- Fill in the blanks in the sentences below with the words given in the box. [Marks-5]  
 
  thoughtful    little    hard   lonely  delicious    
A young woodcutter lived on a ------------- hillside. He was a ----------------- son who 
worked ------------- but earned ---------------- money. One day he saw a beautiful waterfall 
hidden behind a rock. He tasted the water and found it --------------.  
 
 
Q.6-A. Each word in the box given below indicates ‘a large number of’--- for example, ‘a 
herd of cows’ refers to many cows. complete each of the following phrases with a 
suitable word from the box. [1/2x4=2]   
   
________________________________________________________________________   
Fleet,  Brood,  Bundle,  Bunch, pack 
________________________________________________________________________   
1.A ----------  of ships  
2.A ---------- of flowers  
3.A ---------- of chicks  
4. A ---------- of sticks 
 
Q.6 B. Give the Noun forms of the following  ( 1 marks) 
Sincere-    Cruel- 
 

LITERATURE SECTION 
 
Q.7- Answer the following questions. (ANY SIX)  [Marks-6x2= 12]  
 
1- What did Patrick think his cat was playing with? What was it really?  
2- Who did the dog finally choose as his master and why?  

3- What is the Kite compared to? Also Write any two action words given in the poem. 
4- Why did the villagers want to drown Taro? 
5- What did the second bird say to the stranger?  
6- Why did the farmer’s wife strike the mongoose with her basket?  
7- What is a Home made of? Also Write the name of the poet? 
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